Allostery is a fundamental element of complex macromolecular function, representing the essential process by which events occurring at one site are transmitted to distal sites to regulate activity ([@r1]). Allosteric mechanisms have been studied using both experiment ([@r2], [@r3]) and computation ([@r4]). While multiple studies recognize that allostery contributes to complex function in RNAs such as riboswitches ([@r5]) and the spliceosome ([@r6]), most studies of allostery focus on proteins. Thus, the capacity of RNA structures to support allosteric function remains underappreciated ([@r5]). Indeed, the fundamental discovery that small ribozymes populate unique and well-defined tertiary structures that support function ([@r7], [@r8]) and the more recent structure of the ribosome, revealing an active site composed entirely of RNA ([@r9]), reinforce the parity of protein and RNA structural and functional complexity. Despite this conceptual similarity, the mechanisms that underlie the propagation of signals within structured RNAs remain enigmatic ([@r10]). Mapping allosteric pathways in large, functional RNAs such as the ribosome could improve our understanding of the fundamental energetic relationships that support translation, inform current models of ribosome biogenesis, evolution ([@r11]), and assembly ([@r12]), deepen our understanding and prediction of cooperative interactions between ribosome-binding antibiotics in drug discovery ([@r13]), and improve our ability to engineer RNA macromolecular machines for desirable new functions ([@r14]).

How can we investigate allosteric mechanisms within structured RNAs such as the ribosome? In proteins, powerful insights into allosteric mechanisms have accrued from statistical analysis of amino acid coevolution over a deep sampling of homologous sequences. In general, coevolution methods fall into two categories---those designed to identify local contacts in tertiary structure \[direct coupling analysis, or DCA and its derivatives ([@r15], [@r16])\] and those designed to identify global networks of evolutionarily correlated positions \[statistical coupling analysis, or SCA ([@r17])\]. The two methods are complementary, as they sample different parts of the information content within protein sequences and uncover different elements of protein structure. For example, DCA can map nontrivial tertiary contacts in proteins from sequence statistics, in some cases supplying sufficient information to deduce a three-dimensional (3D) structure to good accuracy ([@r18]). In contrast, SCA identifies networks of coevolving residues that support protein function and underlie the capacity to evolve. These networks (termed "sectors") usually comprise a small fraction of the total protein sequence, form contiguous networks in tertiary structure, and often display an architecture in which residues in a catalytic or ligand binding site connect to distant, functionally important allosteric sites ([@r17], [@r19]). Sectors have been connected to allosteric mechanisms in several model proteins ([@r20][@r21]--[@r22]), and employed to engineer new allosteric control ([@r23], [@r24]) and design new synthetic proteins that fold and display in vitro biochemical functions that are indistinguishable from their natural counterparts ([@r25]). Although conservation-based approaches have been used to identify functionally important regions of the ribosome ([@r26]), and several coevolution-based approaches including DCA have been used to predict secondary and tertiary contacts in RNAs as large as the 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) (1,543 nucleotides) ([@r16]), global coevolution methods such as SCA have not, to our knowledge, been applied to predict long-range allosteric networks in large functional RNA molecules.

In this work, we extend the SCA method for application to large functional RNA molecules and validate its ability to predict previously unrecognized functional relationships within the 23S rRNA of the bacterial 70S ribosome ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). We chose the 23S subunit because it comprises the entire peptidyl transferase center (PTC), where peptide bond formation occurs, and is a promising target for ribosome engineering efforts ([@r27], [@r28]). We show that SCA exposes several distinct groups of coevolving bases (RNA "sectors") within the 23S subunit. One of these sectors contains bases that surround the PTC and extends to functionally significant regions located as far as 117 Å away. To experimentally test the sequence-based predictions, we generated a library of *Escherichia coli* harboring multiple single 23S rRNA mutations and developed a quantitative and high-throughput continuous-culture-with-deep-sequencing assay to probe the effects of these mutations on ribosome function. This assay revealed that mutations of bases in the top two sectors significantly impact fitness, while mutations at positions outside sectors 1 and 2 showed no such correlation. We used the wealth of high-resolution structural data for the ribosome to track these sectors throughout the translational cycle to learn more about their functions. As in proteins, the hierarchy of coevolution that defines RNA sectors is associated with deep phylogenetic divergences in the ribosome family, suggesting a mechanism by which changes in selective pressures during evolution were accommodated. Sector-based inferences of ribosome evolution are consistent with existing models of ribosome evolution.

![Extending SCA to study RNA. (*A*) The input for the SCA algorithm is an MSA of 23S rRNA sequences. With this input, the algorithm generates a coupling (or SCA) matrix by computing the conservation-weighted difference between the frequency at which a specific combination of nucleotides is observed at a pair of positions and the individual frequencies. This process generates an L × L × 4 × 4 matrix (where L is the length of the sequence), which is reduced to an L × L coupling matrix using the Frobenius norm. The L × L matrix can be factored into ICs using spectral decomposition and IC analysis ([@r19]) to identify 23S rRNA sectors. (*B*) The positional coupling matrix generated by applying SCA to the 23S MSA, showing the extent of evolutionary coupling between pairs of positions in the ribosome as a heat map. Greater red indicates a higher degree of coevolution between a pair of positions, whereas more blue indicates lower coevolution. (*C*) The positional coupling matrix, clustered by the top 10 ICs predicted by SCA. (*D*) Plot showing the level of coupling between residues in individual ICs. Boxes outlined in blue indicate coupling between IC1 and the other ICs in sector 1; those outlined in red indicate coupling between IC2 and the other ICs in sector 2. (*E*) Illustration of IC-1, IC-2, IC-3, and IC-5 mapped on the *E. coli* ribosome (Protein Data Bank \[PDB\] ID code 5JTE). The 16S rRNA is shown as a CPK image in gray; IC1 is shown in blue, IC2 is shown in red, IC3 is shown in cyan, and IC5 is shown in pink. Residues that contact the 16S are shown in dark blue in IC1 and IC3, and in bright red for IC2. (*F*) View of the ICs looking down on the PTC, the location of which is approximated by a red star. See also [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1 and Tables S1 and S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental).](pnas.1909634117fig01){#fig01}

Results {#s1}
=======

Identifying Coevolution Networks within the 23S RNA. {#s2}
----------------------------------------------------

We generated a multiple sequence alignment of the 2,944 23S rRNA sequences found in the Comparative RNA Web database ([@r29]), which includes sequences from bacteria (2,540), archaea (119), eukaryotes (106), chloroplasts (269), and mitochondria ([@r16]), truncated the alignment to positions present in the *E. coli* 23S sequence, and computed the extent of coevolution between all nucleotide bases using the SCA algorithm ([@r19]). We eliminated any sequence that contained gaps at more than 20% of the nucleotide positions or was truncated after position 2,800, leaving a total of 2,464 sequences. We also removed from the alignment any position that was absent in more than 20% of all sequences, leaving a total of 2,798 positions in the final alignment. Since SCA computes a conservation-weighted covariance matrix that depends on background frequencies of bases as a reference, we modified the code to include these values, which we computed from the 23S alignment. The result is an analysis of pairwise coevolution between all 23S rRNA positions that emphasizes global patterns of interactions between bases ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1*A*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental)).

To examine the global coevolution of nucleotide bases in 23S rRNA, we used standard methods \[spectral decomposition followed by independent component analysis (ICA) ([@r19])\] to identify groups of bases that collectively evolve. These groups are found in the top so-called independent components (ICs) of the SCA matrix ([Fig. 1 *B* and *C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). As in proteins, this analysis reveals a hierarchical organization with two primary near-independent ICs ([@r1], [@r2]) ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) and a number of other components, most of which show partial correlation to IC-1 or IC-2. This organization is deeply connected to the evolutionary history and possible functional specializations of the 23S rRNA and is discussed in more detail below. The top two ICs are sparse, containing only 10.2% and 13.6% of the total 23S rRNA bases, respectively ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1*B*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental)), and, together with their associated ICs (IC-3 and IC-5, respectively), form mostly contiguous networks in the tertiary structure ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1*C*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 1 *E* and *F*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Conservatively combining ICs that show the highest correlation to each other ([@r30]) ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), we identify two sectors in the 23S rRNA: sector 1, consisting of IC-1 and IC-3, and sector 2, consisting of IC-2 and IC-5 ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}); nonsector ICs are shown in [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental)). These two sectors are mapped onto the tertiary structure of the *E. coli* ribosome in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, and a ranked list of all positions in each sector is found in [*SI Appendix*, Tables S1 and S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental). We also mapped the two sectors onto the established 23S rRNA secondary structure ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) and analyzed them with respect to A-minor interactions, the most abundant tertiary interaction in the large ribosomal subunit ([@r31]) ([*SI Appendix*, Table S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental)). This analysis revealed that bases involved in A-minor motifs tend to segregate to one and only one sector: 15% of all A-minor motifs localize to the same sector, 38% localize the paired bases in the same sector, and 26% localize the nonpaired base in the same sector as at least one of the base-paired bases.

![Sectors contain residues within multiple essential ribosome regions. Three views of the *E. coli* ribosome illustrating the locations of residues within sectors 1 and 2. Functional ribosome regions are identified by boxes. Statistical corrections required for limited sampling of sequences will naturally cause universally conserved bases to be assigned to a sector based on their degree of conservation. This effectively represents a hypothesis that such bases act collectively with other similarly conserved positions to influence fitness. See also [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental).](pnas.1909634117fig02){#fig02}

![Sectors mapped onto the secondary structure of the 23S rRNA. Bases in sectors 1 and 2 are identified by blue and red circles, respectively. Image created using RiboVision ([@r50]).](pnas.1909634117fig03){#fig03}

If the 23S RNA sectors identified by SCA identify important allosteric networks, then they should contain bases within multiple essential functional regions of the ribosome, such as the PTC, the decoding center, the exit tunnel, and the intersubunit interface. Perhaps the most fundamental ribosome function is peptide bond formation within the PTC, and, as a result, one would expect at least one sector to contain bases within this essential 23S rRNA region. Although only 2 of the 599 bases within sector 1 (2453 and 2604) are located within the core PTC (within 8 Å of the 3′ end of either A- or P-site tRNA, 32 bases total) ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3*A*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental)), 25 of the 602 bases in sector 2 are located in this region (2063 to 2065, 2251 to 2253, 2439, 2450 to 2452, 2493, 2505 to 2508, 2553 to 2554, 2574, 2583 to 2585, and 2600 to 2603) ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3*A*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental)). Five of the highly and/or universally conserved bases within the PTC (C2063, U2506, U2585, A2602, and A2451) are located within sector 2, an assignment that naturally emerges from statistical adjustments required to correct for the limited sampling of sequences ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} legend). This assignment should be considered a hypothesis that such bases act collectively with other conserved coevolving positions in mediating fitness. We discuss the meaning of this assignment with regard to ribosome function below.

Accurate and rapid translation also requires dynamic interactions between the 23S and 16S rRNAs that link the decoding center in the small subunit with the PTC and GTPase center in the large subunit. The 23S/16S interface encompasses 8,474 Å^2^ (2.2%) of the total 23S rRNA surface and includes direct contacts to more than 90 23S rRNA bases. Multiple bases within sectors 1 and 2 directly contact 16S rRNA bases at the 23S/16S interface. Sector 1 contains 599 bases, of which 19 are located at the 23S/16S interface (\< 8 Å away from a residue in the 16S) ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3*B*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental)). These 19 bases include 5 within intersubunit bridges B2c and B3 (positions 1832, 1948, 1949, 1950, 1958). Sector 2 contains 602 bases, of which 34 are located at the 23S/16S interface; these 34 bases include 12 within intersubunit bridges B2a/d, B2b, B2c, B3, B4, B5, and B7a (716, 1700, 1833, 1836, 1894, 1912, 1914, 1919, 1920, 1931, 1947, 1959). Sectors 1 and 2 also contain bases within other essential ribosome regions, such as within the exit tunnel ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3*C*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental)), the L1 stalk ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3*D*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental)), and the sarcin−ricin loop (SRL) that interacts with GTPases ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3*E*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental)) (see [*SI Appendix*, Table S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental) for a complete listing). Based on these observations, we hypothesize that sectors 1 and 2 predicted by SCA identify networks of 23S rRNA nucleotides that support fundamental and evolutionarily conserved ribosome functions.

Experimentally Verifying Coevolution Networks within the 23S RNA. {#s3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

To test the hypothesis that sectors 1 and 2 support essential ribosome functions, we evaluated, in high-throughput, whether SCA could accurately predict the functional relevance of bases within the ribosomal large subunit. We designed a high-throughput growth competition assay that systematically analyzed the relative effects of multiple mutations in a single, well-controlled experiment. This assay, which combines continuous culture with deep sequencing, measures the relative growth rates of cells whose ribosomes harbor unique 23S mutations by allowing the population to compete under tightly defined growth conditions; relative fitness values resulting from the 23S mutations are determined experimentally by deep sequencing the population as a function of time. As the cells contain only mutant ribosomes, the relative growth rates provide a direct readout of ribosome function---the ability to synthesize proteins to support life and cell division ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}).

![A quantitative continuous-culture-with-deep-sequencing assay to validate SCA predictions. (*A*) A mixture of SQZ *E. coli* ([@r32]) harboring PLK35 plasmids with single or double mutations within the 23S rRNA gene (rrnB) (a total of 59 mutations) was maintained at OD~600~ = 0.01, and aliquots (5 mL) were withdrawn at 0, 18, 20, 24, and 26 h. The plasmid DNA contained in each aliquot was isolated, and the region of interest was deep-sequenced. (*B*) Mutations in residues within only certain ICs correlate negatively with growth. Bar graph showing the correlation values calculated from plots of growth rate versus the average contribution of the mutated position to each IC. Correlation values were determined from plots of relative growth rate versus contribution to IC. (*C*--*E*) Plots of the average relative growth rate of SQZ *E. coli* whose ribosomes contain 1 of 34 different 23S mutations (*C* and *D*) versus the weighted average contribution of the mutated residue to (*C*) sector 1 or sector 2 and (*D*) sectors 1 and 2, and (*E*) versus conservation of the mutated residue as measured by the Kullback−Leibler entropy. In all plots, r is the Pearson's correlation coefficient, a measure of the strength of the correlation, and p is the statistical significance associated with the Pearson's correlation---the probability of observing the r value if there was, in fact, no correlation between the two variables. The correlations we determined to be significant are moderate (r between −0.39 to −0.53) but have strong statistical significance (*P* \< 0.05, with p as low as 0.001 for the correlation between the weighted contribution to the two sectors and growth rate). The modest value of the Pearson's correlation likely reflects the random noise in both variables (statistical correlations and experimental data).](pnas.1909634117fig04){#fig04}

We generated a library of single-mutant *E. coli* ribosomes containing substitutions at 24 23S rRNA bases located in or near the exit tunnel (2056 to 2059, 2064, and 2079), L1 stalk (2110, 2112 to 2115, 2154, and 2160), P site (2249), A site (2465, 2483 to 2486, 2497, and 2499), and the PTC itself (2502, 2503, 2505, and 2507) as input for the continuous culture assay. The bases chosen include those possessing a range of predicted functional importance; 17 are located within sectors 1 and 2, while 7 (2057, 2112, 2113, 2154, 2160, 2484, and 2486) are not. We transformed this library into the *E. coli* strain SQZ10, which lacks any genomic copies of the rrnB operon but instead harbors a single rrnB gene on a plasmid containing a sucrose sensitivity gene (Suc^S^). This sensitivity allows the plasmid to be exchanged with one containing the rrnB mutant of interest ([@r32]). To measure the relative growth rates of all clones in high-throughput, we grew the SQZ10 library, along with an SQZ10 strain transformed with a plasmid encoding a wild-type (WT) rrnB gene, in a turbidostat ([@r33]) that tightly controlled the growth of the population by diluting the culture whenever it reached a specified threshold optical density (OD). This feature greatly extends the time over which population changes can be evaluated, and thus allows the assay to detect more-significant changes in mutational distributions.

The populations were evaluated by sampling the growths at 0, 18, 20, 24, and 26 h ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}); the rrnB-containing plasmids were isolated, subjected to PCR to amplify the region containing mutations (2036 to 2550), and subjected to PCR again to barcode the amplicons, and the products were sequenced at high depth using MiSeq or HiSeq ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4 *A* and *B*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental)) ([@bib52]). The frequency of each mutant relative to its frequency at the start of the experiment is a measure of how well that mutant competed for growth while incubated in the turbidostat. Four turbidostat runs were performed; in each case, the growth rate of each mutant relative to WT was obtained by calculating the slope of the log of the relative enrichment as a function of time. To utilize the highest-quality data from each run, we chose quality thresholds for the number of reads and the quality of the fit, as measured by R^2^ of the growth curve for each mutant, that were necessary to ensure high replicability. In general, as either threshold was increased, the correlation between different replicates of the experiment improved (R~12~^2^) ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4*C*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental)). Based on the observed replicability, we chose to quantify fitness only for sequences represented by more than 300 reads and whose growth curve exhibited a fit with an *R*^2^ \> 0.6. Thirty-four mutants exceeded these thresholds and were included in our validation set. This dataset exhibited a high overall correlation between different replicates, with a Pearson's correlation coefficient of 0.95 and an *R*^2^ of 0.90 ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4*D*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental)).

To assess how accurately SCA identifies functionally important 23S rRNA bases, we compared the relative growth rate of each mutant in the library to the mutated residue's contribution to sectors 1 and 2 using a weighted average of the contribution to the IC in each sector. Bases in sector 2 show a significant negative correlation with growth, with a Pearson's coefficient of --0.39 (*P* = 0.02) ([Fig. 4*C*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). Sector 1 is also negatively correlated with growth, with Pearson's coefficient = --0.25, but this correlation is not statistically significant (*P* = 0.08) ([Fig. 4*C*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, there is a stronger correlation between growth rate and the weighted average contribution to both sectors (Pearson's coefficient = --0.53, *P* = 0.001) ([Fig. 4*D*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). The growth rate is more correlated with contribution to SCA sectors than with conservation (as measured by the Kullback−Leibler entropy) ([@r34]) (Pearson's coefficient = --0.27, *P* = 0.12) ([Fig. 4*E*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, a plot of the relative growth rate versus the weighted average of the contribution to ICs that are not included in sectors 1 and 2 is positive (Pearson's coefficient = +0.33, *P* = 0.06) ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4*E*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental)), which means that likely only the ICs in sectors 1 and 2 play a role in essential ribosome functions (ICA analysis maximizes the independence of ICs, meaning that positions in sectors 1 and 2 will generally not contribute strongly to ICs not in the sector, leading to the positive correlation). In addition, SCA was able to predict several bases far from the PTC at which mutations significantly impacted growth rate. For example, mutation of bases 2079 and 2498, to A and T, respectively, which are both located within sector 2 but more than 20 Å from the PTC, causes a large growth defect with average relative growth rates of −0.22 and −0.19. Indeed, 2079A has the slowest growth rate of any mutant tested. We conclude that SCA provides relevant information about the importance of 23S rRNA bases to ribosome function beyond what could predicted based on the location or conservation of individual bases.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Sectors 1 and 2 Support Subunit Association, Communication, and Translocation. {#s5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

One overarching function of the 23S rRNA is to interact with the 16S rRNA found in the small subunit. The structure of the *E. coli* ribosome shows 90 of the 2,904 23S bases (3%) within 8 Å of at least one 16S residue. Of these 90 bases, 53 (59%) are found within sector 1 (19 bases) or 2 (34 bases) ([Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). As only 41% of the total 23S bases are found within sectors 1 and 2, we conclude that 23S bases that contact the 16S rRNA are significantly overrepresented in the sectors. One region of the intersubunit interface, the A-site finger located in H38, contains five bases in sector 1 (871, 879, 896, 898, and 900) and two in sector 2 (881 and 895) ([Fig. 5*B*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Previous work has shown that, while deletion of the A-site finger has a small effect on subunit association, growth rate, and the rate of peptide bond formation, it dramatically increases both +1 frameshift read through and translocation within the decoding center of the small subunit ([@r35], [@r36]). In addition, chemical probing experiments have revealed that deletion of the A-site finger induces structural changes in the 5S and the P loop located within the PTC ([@r36]). All of the P-loop 23S nucleotides that exhibit changes in the reactivity to chemical probes upon deletion of the A-site finger (2249, 2250, 2255, and 2529) ([@r36]) are located in sector 2 and are adjacent to bases in sector 1 ([Fig. 5*B*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, mutation of a sector 1 residue in the PTC (2453) leads to markedly diminished subunit association ([@r37]). These observations suggest that bases within sectors 1 and 2 provide an allosteric link between the intersubunit interface, the decoding center in the small subunit, and the PTC, and imply direct communication between sectors 1 and 2.

![Residues in sectors 1 and 2 contact and link multiple essential ribosome regions. (*A*) Bar graph showing the number of residues in each sector that are located within 8 Å of any residue in the 16S rRNA. T, total number of 23S residues that contact the 16S; A, total number of residues in all ICs that contact the 16S, NS, total number of residues in nonsector ICs that contact the 16S. Plots and images are color-coded: sector 1 (blues) and sector 2 (pinks). (*B*) Sectors surrounding the A-site finger (H38). The regions deleted in two studies ([@r35], [@r36]) are shown in orange; residues in sector 2 that showed changes in susceptibility to chemical probing upon deletion of these regions ([@r36]) are shown in bright red. (*C*) Sectors surrounding H34. Deletions deleterious to subunit association are shown in orange ([@r35]). (*D*) Sector residues surrounding H68. Deletions that significantly increase doubling time are shown in orange ([@r35]). (*E*) Sector residues surrounding H69. Residues in sector 2 that were intolerant to mutation ([@r51]) are shown in bright red.](pnas.1909634117fig05){#fig05}

Deletions within helices H34 and H68, a second region of the intersubunit interface, have an even larger impact on ribosome function, causing a decrease in subunit association and growth ([@r35]). Deletions in H34 that negatively impact subunit association (Δ709-710 and Δ721-722) bracket positions in sector 1 (714 and 718) and sector 2 (716) ([@r35]) ([Fig. 5*C*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}); deletions in H68 that significantly increase doubling time (Δ1845-1895) ([@r35]) correspond to many bases in sector 1 (1845, 1849, 1852, 1864, 1877 to 1880, 1884, 1885, 1888, 1893, and 1895) and some bases from sector 2 (1851, 1853, 1872, 1889, 1890, and 1894) ([Fig. 5*D*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). A third region of the intersubunit interface comprises H69 (bridge B2a); the two bases in this helix that are essential for ribosome function (A1912 and U1917) ([@r38]) are both located within sector 2 ([Fig. 5*E*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}) and contribute strongly to that sector---these two positions are associated with the 164th and 30th highest (out of 602) eigenvalues in sector 2, respectively. The demonstrated importance of multiple bases in sectors 1 and 2 that directly contact the 16S rRNA implies that these two sectors, in particular, sector bases in H38, H34, H68, and H69, provide an allosteric link to mediate information flow between the large and small ribosomal subunits.

Sector 2 Supports Catalysis within the PTC. {#s6}
-------------------------------------------

Peptide bonds form when the α-amino group of an aminoacyl transfer RNA (tRNA) in the A site attacks the carbonyl carbon of a peptidyl tRNA in the P site. The rate of this reaction is enhanced 10-million-fold within the PTC ([@r39]). Peptide bond formation transfers the growing peptide from the P-site tRNA to the A-site tRNA, which, after translocation, is transformed into a new peptidyl tRNA. Peptide bond formation within the PTC is facilitated by direct interactions with 23S rRNA bases within sector 2 at the center of the PTC: A2451, U2506, U2585, C2452, and A2602 ([@r40]). As noted above, the highly conserved nature of the bases 2506, 2585, and 2602 makes their assignment to sector 2 a statistical hypothesis that they work collectively with other coevolving positions within this sector. Indeed, these bases occur within the environment of many spatially proximal, moderately conserved portions of the PTC, and other experimental findings support their assignment in sector 2. In particular, all three waters in the proposed "proton wire" ([@r41]) required for proton transfer in or near the transition state are positioned by highly ranked bases in sector 2. Water 1 lies in a cavity formed by bases in sector 2, A2602 and A2451, and remains hydrogen-bonded to these bases in both the preattack and postattack state; water 2 interacts with A2602 (through N1) (sector 2) as well as U2584 (sector 2); and water 3 interacts with C2063 (sector 2).

Sector 2 Interacts with Elongation Factors. {#s7}
-------------------------------------------

In order to learn more about the roles sectors play in the translation cycle, we examined their presence in 23S rRNA regions that associate with EF-Tu and EF-G. EF-Tu, the factor involved in tRNA accommodation into the A site ([@r42]), contacts only bases in sector 2 ([Fig. 6*A*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}). EF-G, the factor that catalyzes translocation ([@r43]), contacts 2 bases in sector 1 and 17 bases in sector 2 ([Fig. 6*B*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}). Interactions between sector 2 and these two elongation factors are mediated by bases in the essential SRL ([@r42][@r43]--[@r44]). These results suggest that there is a network connecting the SRL to the PTC and exit tunnel and other distant sites in the ribosome through sector 2 that allows for communication between elongation factors and functional sites in the ribosome.

![Residues in sector 2 contact many core translation factors and link them to essential ribosome regions. (*A*) Image showing contacts between sectors and EF-Tu (PDB ID code 5AFI) and a bar graph showing the number of contacts to each sector. (*B*) Image showing contacts between sectors and EF-G (PDB ID code 4V7B) and a bar graph showing the number of contacts to each sector. Factors are shown in orange in both images. T, total number of 23S residues that contact the factor; A, the total number of residues in all ICs that contact the factor, NS, total number of residues in nonsector ICs that contact the factor.](pnas.1909634117fig06){#fig06}

Statistical Coupling Provides Insight into the Evolution of rRNA. {#s8}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

SCA allows for projection from sectors to the architecture of subfamilies within a multiple sequence alignment, revealing the extent to which bases in each sector vary between different phylogenetic groups ([@r30]). This analysis can provide further insight into the functional relevance of sectors ([@r21]). Examination of the projection of sectors from different phylogenetic groups on to the multiple sequence alignment (MSA) reveals that sequences separate along phylogenetic lines along coordinates for the two ICs that comprise sector 1 (IC-1 and IC-3) ([Fig. 7*A*](#fig07){ref-type="fig"}) but not sector 2 (IC-2 and IC-5) ([Fig. 7*B*](#fig07){ref-type="fig"}). All phylogenetic groups are clustered separately along the projected IC corresponding to IC-1 (*x* axis in [Fig. 7*A*](#fig07){ref-type="fig"}), while the projected IC-3 separates bacteria, mitochondria, and chloroplasts from eukaryotes and archaea (*y* axis in [Fig. 7*A*](#fig07){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, unlike ICs that comprise sector 1, ICs in sector 2 do not clearly cluster along phylogenetic lines: All phylogenetic groups exhibit a center of mass at approximately the same coordinate along the projected ICs corresponding to sector 2 ([Fig. 7*B*](#fig07){ref-type="fig"}), although a small number of mitochondrial sequences do cluster separately from the remaining sequences ([Fig. 7*B*](#fig07){ref-type="fig"}). The lack of clustering along phylogenetic lines suggests that sector 2 is more ancient than sector 1, predating the last universal common ancestor (LUCA), and that any further evolution of these sectors was based on functional constraints. Conversely, the strong relationship between sector 1 bases and phylogeny suggests that, although initial evolution of sector 1 might predate the LUCA, its evolution continued at least through the common ancestor of each kingdom.

![Statistical coupling provides insight into the evolution of the large ribosome subunit. Projections of ICs onto sequence space ([@r30]). (*A*) Projection of IC1 versus projection of IC3. (*B*) Projection of IC2 versus projection of IC5.](pnas.1909634117fig07){#fig07}

To learn more about the relative ages of the sectors, we tracked the sectors through a current model of ribosome evolution ([@r45]). In this model, the ribosome evolves by accretion, the addition of expansion segments to established helices in a manner that does not perturb the existing ribosome structure (referred to here as the accretion model) ([@r45], [@r46]). The accretion model was developed by identifying insertion fingerprints, junctions where the insertion of a more recent branch does not perturb the more ancient trunk. Insertion fingerprints were first identified by comparing the structures of the bacterial and eukaryotic ribosome ([@r45]). We examined the relationship of more recent evolutionary events to the sectors by comparing the structures of the *E. coli* and *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* ribosomes. We examined each of the expansion segments present in the large subunit of the yeast ribosome and used in the development of the accretion model---corresponding to insertions at H15, H25, H30, H38, H52, H54, H63, H78, H79, H98, and H101 ([@r45]). The majority of the junctions for these insertions (6 of 11) are not proximal to any residue in sectors 1 or 2. This observation is consistent with the prediction that sectors support fundamental elements of ribosome function and therefore are less likely to be the site of a potentially perturbing insertion. Sector 1 is the only sector that contains bases at the site of the remaining five insertions, which is consistent with the prediction that sector 1 is more modern than sector 2 and does not play a direct role in catalysis.

Conclusions {#s9}
===========

RNA and protein differ in many ways. RNA, unlike protein, folds through interactions of small independent and hyperstable elements, contains a charged and self-repulsive backbone, and, lacking side chains, cannot form protein-like hydrophobic cores. RNA also possesses greater backbone degrees of freedom than protein, and its local interactions are constrained by reasonably strict base-pairing interactions. Among biological RNAs, the ribosome is unique, having evolved over 3 billion to 4 billion years to execute a single chemical reaction, the templated polymerization of α-amino acids. The size and complexity of its structure and the diversity of covalent and noncovalent interactions required to execute 10 to 20 translation cycles per second with high fidelity ([@r47]) demand the coordinated interactions of bases that span more than 390,000 Å of molecular surface. But how does the ribosome actually work? How is molecular information transferred between functional centers? What are the allosteric pathways and conduits of communication, and how do specific residues in the structure contribute to this communication? In this work, we apply a global coevolution method (SCA) to show that, despite differences in fundamental chemistry, RNA and protein appear to use a common logic of interaction and assembly. SCA revealed that ribosome function is defined by discrete sets of coevolving residue networks (sectors) within the large ribosomal subunit whose significance was verified experimentally. The 23S rRNA sectors revealed by SCA comprise near-independent and physically contiguous networks within the 3D structure that link the PTC with multiple functional regions and can be traced to phylogenetic divergences across all domains of life. These findings inform our understanding of long-range functional couplings in the ribosome and provide a tool for studying the same types of interactions in other large RNAs.

Material and Methods {#s10}
====================

Materials. {#s11}
----------

The *E. coli* strain used in this study, Squires strain (SQZ10), was obtained from the Joseph laboratory (University of California San Diego). All PCR reactions were performed using either the Phusion polymerase kit (New England Biolabs) or the KOD polymerase kit (Millipore Sigma). All oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies.

Data and Software Availability. {#s12}
-------------------------------

Scripts used to generate multiple sequence alignments and perform analysis of experimental validation are available at GitHub, <https://github.com/schepartzlab/Ribosomal-SCA-analysis>. Code for SCA 6 is available at GitHub, <https://github.com/ranganathanlab/pySCA>. Raw sequencing data are available at National Center for Biotechnology Information Bioproject under accession number 511591.

Computational Methods. {#s13}
----------------------

We used a custom Python script to generate our MSA and a modified version of the SCA version 6 script previously described ([@r19]) to calculate the SCA coupling matrix and ICs. We used a custom script to determine SCA sectors from ICs. A full description of all computational methods is available in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental).

Experimental Methods. {#s14}
---------------------

We generated a library of 23S rRNA mutants in a PLK35 plasmid ([@r48]) background using Gibson Assembly ([@r49]). A detailed description of PCR and Gibson Assembly protocols is available in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental). Mutants were grown in a turbidostat clamped at an OD~600~ of 0.1. A full description of the protocol for the continuous culture experiment is available in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental).

Processing of Next-Generation Sequencing Data. {#s15}
----------------------------------------------

Two custom Python scripts were developed to process the next-generation sequencing data: Miseq_data_analysis.py or Hiseq_data_analysis.py. These scripts are available on GitHub, and a description of all processing steps is available in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental). A description of the methods used to calculate the correlation between experimental results and SCA coupling predictions is also available in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental).

Quantification and Statistical Analysis. {#s16}
----------------------------------------

We used Pearson's correlation coefficient to quantify the degree of correlation between contribution to SCA sectors and growth rates determined in continuous culture experiments. Pearson's r and associated *P* values are listed in the main text and displayed in [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909634117/-/DCSupplemental).
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